
 
 

Guide to DGK Color Tools 18% Gray Color Balance and Exposure Cards 
 
Congratulations on your purchase of this DGK Color Tools product. DGK Color Tools products are used by Nikonians™ 
photography workshop instructors, Adobe Photoshop™ instructors, professional movie studios, and talented 
photographers just like you. DGK Color Tools products are used to calibrate medical image cameras, robotic vision 

systems, and underwater photography. Using DGK Color Tools you can get “perfect digital color every time”™. 

 
1.1 Protecting your Digital Grey Kard: Protect the cards using the supplied poly bag while not in use. Fiber based 
cards are not waterproof and should always be kept clean, dry and protected from dirt and moisture. 
1.2 A Brief Introduction to the Concept of Color Balance: Color balance is the process of removing strong color 
casts from photos to make the colors look more true to life. Before digital, most film photographers didn’t worry much 
about color balance (aka white balance or WB). Behind the scenes, the developing labs often applied a little WB at the 

time of photo printing. Serious film photographers knew how to control their WB by carefully selecting their lights, 
film emulsions, and color filters. In the digital age, WB is totally under the control of the shooter. To make things easy, 
digital cameras have auto white balance (AWB) systems. In certain conditions, even the best digital cameras perform 
AWB poorly. When you start to look carefully at your photos, you will notice problems with WB in some of them. This 
is why you need a simple, accurate, and easy to use WB tool. 
1.3 What is a White Balance Tool? The DGK Color Tools 18% Gray Card is an easy-to-use, accurate and economical 
WB tool. A WB tool consists of one or a series of spectrally neutral objects used for digital color reference. A WB tool 
must be carefully formulated to be spectrally neutral under all lighting conditions. That is, the light reflected from the 
DGK Color Tools 18% Gray Card is a true and accurate representation of the physical qualities of the light illuminating 
the card. Nothing is added, nothing is distorted, and nothing is taken away. To perform WB, the photographer causes 
the camera or the computer software to register the light reflected from the Digital Grey Kard (DGK) as a reference. 
With this reference color data stored, the camera or the post processing software can correct and balance all of the 
colors in the scene. For maximum accuracy, the photographer makes a new WB reference each time the light changes. 
For medical photography and fine art reproduction, highly accurate “true to life” color is necessary. For other uses, 
there is no “absolute” best color balance, it all depends on the subject, the photographer, and the “mood” of the 
photograph. Use your DGK as a reference - but don’t forget to experiment and have fun! 
1.4 Does a White Balance Card Need to Be White? Does a Gray Card Have to Be a Specific Shade of Gray? 
For digital color balance, the card does not need to be white or any specific shade of gray. All that matters is that the 
card is spectrally neutral. That means the light reflected from the card is not modified or distorted in any way. 
Spectrally neutral objects that are pure white, light gray, or dark gray, will work perfectly for digital white balance / color 
balance. Exposure is not the same as color balance. For exposure, most camera meters are calibrated to 18% gray. 
Thus, an 18% gray card is optimal to control exposure. The DGK 18% Gray Card does WB and exposure perfectly. 
1.5 Using the DGK for In-Camera Custom White Balance (for JPEG Shooters) 
For in-camera custom WB, make sure enough of the viewfinder is covered by the DGK to be properly read for WB. 
The DGK does not need to be exactly in focus. Some cameras require you to fill the viewfinder, others don’t. Consult 
your camera manual for details. Make sure the DGK is illuminated by the light in the scene. Take your WB reference 
photo. Use the menus to select that photo for the custom WB. Remember, you need to shoot a new WB shot each 
time the light changes. You can save and re-use WB photos if you shoot under the same lighting conditions later. 
1.6 Using the DGK for Post-Processing White Balance (for RAW Shooters) 
If you shoot RAW, shoot a DGK reference image in each lighting situation. The DGK does not need to be exactly in 
focus or centered. When shooting an event, for example, walk through the location and shoot a photo of the DGK 
in each area where you expect to shoot later. Hold the DGK out in front of yourself so that it is lit by the same light 

as the area of interest. Use a wide-angle lens so you can see where you were when you made the shot. Once you 
complete the shoot, go back to your DGK images and set the WB for each series of shots. To use the DGK in your 
post-processing workflow select a point on the DGK card in your software to be the basis for the custom WB setting. 
Then select the images taken under that lighting and tell the software to set the white point for all of them. 
1.7 Using a DGK 18% Gray Card for Exposure Setting 
18% gray cards are used for manual exposure control in film and digital still cameras and digital video 
cameras alike. Perform this exposure technique using your camera’s light metering function or a hand-held light meter. 
Set your camera’s light meter to “spot” mode if available. Place the DGK in the scene where it is illuminated by the same 
light as your subject. Center the spot area of your camera’s light meter on the DGK. The correct exposure values for the 
scene and lighting conditions will be shown on your camera’s LCD panel. Most photographers who use this technique 
bracket their exposures. 
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